Evaluation of viability of retinal photoreceptor cells by using their endogenous electrical field.
The rod photoreceptor cells are electrical dipoles sustained by cell metabolic energy. Polarity of photoreceptor cells is directly connected to the so-called "dark current" which circulate along the living photoreceptors. Since only the living cells in a good functional state display electrical polarity, the orientation of photoreceptors in static electric field reflects their viability as long as it depends on the functionality of molecular mechanisms that maintain the dark current. Studying the rod cells' orientation in static electric field at different times after their isolation is thus an accurate way to evaluate the cell viability/degeneration. Retinal transplant experiments in animals and humans, which are presently in progress, require a quick and reliable viability test of cells/tissue to be transplanted. Checking the orientation pattern of rod photoreceptors in static electric field prior to transplantation is a candidate method for an accurate cell viability test.